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ABSTRACT

Objectives: The aim of this study was to compare problem-based learning (PBL) with lecture presentation in education of clinical medical students in Integrated Management of Childhood Illness (IMCI) workshops.

Materials and methods: This crossover interventional study was conducted on clinical medical students in pediatric disease department of Zanjan University of Medical Sciences. Forty-four students were randomly divided into two groups and two subjects in IMCI courses were chosen. One of the topics was presented as lecture for the first group of students and as PBL for the second group. The second topic was presented as PBL for the first group and as lecture for the second group of students.

Results: The students’ scores in intervention groups for both topics of “loss of consciousness” and “management of diarrheal diseases” were significantly higher than controls. Each student got significantly higher score in subject presented as PBL. Students preferred PBL compared to lecture for increasing their motivation, a higher quality of education, knowledge retention, and class attractiveness.

Discussion: Besides the attractiveness of PBL, it seems that this method is more successful than lecture in increasing student’s knowledge. We propose to use this method in workshops and medical education in clinic and hospital wards.
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INTRODUCTION

The mortality of infants and children is still increasing in developing countries.1 The aim of the millennium development is to decrease children’s mortality to two-thirds till 2015.2 To reach this goal, a comprehensive approach to assess and treat ill child with primary health care consultants is essential. Therefore, the strategy of Integrated Management of Childhood Illness (IMCI) was compiled by UNICEF.3 Integrated Management of Childhood Illness is an education course usually held as workshops to combine class and clinical works, and several educational methods are used for a better understanding and performance.4 A review of interventional studies in developing countries shows that a simple distribution of guidelines is not successful.5 Many studies show that the education of health care professionals in IMCI programs, although useful, is not sufficient.4,6-8

Regarding the significance of IMCI workshops, the need to use creative and new educational methods for a better understanding and performance is very important.

Problem-based learning (PBL) is an educational method, e.g., commonly used in medical schools in different countries and has the advantage of better knowledge retention. In PBL, students specify their own learning objectives by using the presented scenarios.9 By working through these scenarios or problems, students will be able to think critically, generate ideas, and acquire the needed skills.10 Although supporters of PBL determine that this method increases depth training, gives better performance in examinations,11 and increases motivation, the most important disadvantage is that it is time-consuming.12 Studies conducted to compare PBL with traditional lecture presentation show different results. In some studies the knowledge of trainees in PBL method is not better than lecture presentation.13-18 In contrast, many studies show that students get better scores in PBL teaching method.11,19-22 Regarding the importance of education in IMCI workshops, we conducted the present study to compare PBL with lecture presentation on knowledge and satisfaction of our medical students in Zanjan University of Medical Sciences.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this interventional crossover study, 44 clinical medical students were studied in pediatric ward during 12 months. In each 3 months about 10 medical students, who were introduced to pediatric ward for their internship, were
randomly divided into two groups and the IMCI workshop were completed in 2 weeks. Two common topics of the workshop, “loss of consciousness” (LOC) and “management of diarrheal diseases”, were chosen. For the first group, “loss of consciousness” was taught as lecture presentation and the same topic was presented as PBL for the second group of students. After 2 weeks, “the management of diarrheal diseases” was presented as PBL for the first group of students and as lecture presentation for the second group. The lectures were presented for both topics by the same person who attended as the tutor in PBL courses as well. Four groups of students completed the pediatric course in 3 months period and the duration of the study was 12 months.

Three pediatricians were consulted to design case scenarios based on educational goals. In the first session, the goal of the study, teaching method, and the way of the evaluation were explained to the investigation group. In each session, the designed scenarios with the chief complaints, presenting illness, physical exams, and paraclinical tests were introduced, and questions about etiology, differential diagnosis, treatment plans, and referral of the patient were given to the students. In the following sessions students stated their educational needs and were referred to information sources. They discussed and debated about the multiple aspects of the problems and their solutions and if needed paraclinical documents, test results, and radiographies were presented to the students. A sense of competition as well as assistance was created among them. Therefore, after discussion about the etiology, differential diagnosis, and the approach to the problem, the students defined the algorithms for diagnosis and treatment plans. The role of the tutor was to facilitate PBL courses.

At the end of the sessions each group printed their solutions and the representative of each group presented the results. Multiple solutions were compared; the questions were answered; and the best solutions were chosen by the students. At the end of pediatric courses and after the completion of PBL courses in all groups, an exam was hold to assess their knowledge. The knowledge questionnaire had eight questions. In each topic four almost similar questions, one with the first taxonomy, one with the second taxonomy, and two with the third taxonomy were asked. In each topic, the total score was 4. The validity of this questionnaire was determined by content validity defined by pediatrics academics consult.

Also, the students completed a questionnaire about their satisfaction of the educational methods. The satisfaction questionnaire consisted of seven questions that compared PBL and lecture in the field of practical usefulness, knowledge retention, attractiveness, motivation, learning quality, student preference and answering exam questions, and its validity was assessed in previous studies.23

The data was analyzed by Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 11.5. The results are shown by number, percent, mean, and standard deviation. Independent t-test and paired t-test were used to compare study groups. p-values less than 0.05 were assumed as statistically significant.

RESULTS

This study was conducted in four consequently trimester, in 1 year. After performing four crossover intervention in four groups of students, and gathering the results of four exams with different questions but similar designs, the results were studied.

In the intervention group of “loss of consciousness,” highest score was 4 and the lowest score was 2. The mean score in this group was 3.27 (SD=0.70). In the control group in which loss of consciousness was presented as lecture presentation, the highest score obtained was 4 but the lowest was 1 with the mean of 2.45 (SD=0.91). Students’ score in control group was less than intervention group and this difference was statistically significant (p=0.002).

In the intervention group in which dehydration was held as PBL, the maximum score obtained by the students was 4 and the lowest was 2 with the mean of 3.36 (SD=0.66). In control group in which “management of diarrheal diseases” was presented as lecture presentation the highest score was 4 and the lowest was 1 with the mean of 2.09 (SD=0.87). The scores of the students in the control group was less than the intervention group and this difference was statistically significant (p<0.001).

In another analysis the scores of each student obtained in PBL and lecture presentation were compared. It is obvious that in this analysis the topics would be different that the student’s mean score in lecture presentation of a topic was compared with its score in the other topic held as PBL. Considering that the mean scores of the two topics were not much different, it can be consumed that the two topics were similar in difficulty. Surprisingly, by the use of paired t-test analysis, we found that each student’s score in PBL method was significantly higher than lecture presentation (p<0.001) and each student’s score in the topic held as PBL is compared with its score in lecture presentation in Graphs 1 and 2. The mean score of each student in topic held as PBL was 3.32 (SD=0.67); the mean score in topic presented as lecture (control) was 2.27 (SD=0.9). This difference was statistically significant (p<0.001). In other words, the mean score of each student in PBL was 25% more than lecture presentation.
All the students completed the satisfaction questionnaire. Twenty-five students (56.8%) preferred PBL in learning quality, but 19 students (43.2%) preferred lecture presentation. Twenty-eight students preferred PBL compared to 18 students (36.4%) who preferred lecture for knowledge retention. For practical usefulness 23 students (52.3%) voted for PBL compared to 21 (47.7%) who voted for lecture. Thirty students (68.2%) found PBL more attractive and 14 (31.6%) preferred lecture. Forty (90.9%) students stated that with PBL they had more motivation to study but 4 (9.1%) had more motifs with lecture. Thirty-six students (81.8%) proposed to use the PBL as the preferred educational method and 8 (18.2%) preferred lecture. In contrast, 34 (77.3%) students stated that with lecture presentation they could answer better the exams questions but only 10 (22.7%) preferred PBL.

**DISCUSSION**

In this crossover interventional study, students got statistically significant higher scores in both topics in PBL method. These results are similar to the results of McParland who stated that students had a better performance in both multiple choice questions and the viva with PBL method but he did not found any difference in their attitude or learning style. Although, in our study, it seems that students had a better attitude in PBL method.

In Koleini’s study, the mean score in intervention group was 1.5 points more than the control (lecture) group and the difference was statistically significant. In our study, the scores of the intervention group was approximately 1 point higher than control group. Similar results were found in studies of Lin and Moreno-López.

On the contrary, in some studies PBL was shown to be ineffective in increasing the knowledge of students. In the study by Carrero et al on 52 anesthesiologists in continuous medical education courses, no statistically significant difference in their knowledge was observed between control and intervention groups. Goodyear has not shown a significant difference in knowledge of 14 senior house officers after PBL courses comparing with lecture, although the participants preferred the PBL method. The priority of this study was the fact that the assessment was done with both OSCE and multiple choice questions. Although in Smith’s investigation, the performance of trainees in PBL group was better than control group, their knowledge did not differ significantly.

It is obvious that in many studies these two methods were compared with different results. The difference can be due to the fact that the groups were not exactly matched, the interval to the exam time could be close to lectures, the tutor and the lecturer were not the same person or the lecturer who would design the exam questions had emphasized on key points.

The crossover design of the study could eliminate the confounding factors affecting the scores of the matched groups, such as personal characteristics and IQ, memory, commitment and motivation of students. The tutor and the lecturer in both topics was the same person that reduces the influence of factors like the knowledge, art of teaching, emphasizing key points and the manner of expression of the lecturer and facilitator. The priority of our study was its crossover design to reduce intersubject variability.

Regarding students satisfaction in our study, 56.82% of students preferred PBL in increasing learning quality, 63.64% in knowledge retention, 52.27% in practical usefulness, 68.18% in class attractiveness, and 90.91% in motivation to study. But, only 22.73% of students find PBL to be more effective in answering exam questions.

Our results were similar to the results of Kawaiy’s study in which dental students preferred PBL in the...
context of the content of class and clinical inference ability and self study, but they did not want to take the same system class repeatedly. Dehkordi \(^{25}\) has stated that PBL was more effective in learning, attitude, and behavior of nursing students. In the study of Mousaai Fard, nursing students preferred PBL in increasing learning quality, knowledge retention, practical usefulness, class attractiveness, motivation to study and answering exam questions. \(^{23}\) In our study, only 22.73% of students preferred PBL method in answering exam questions compared to 51.85% of Mousaai Fard’s study. This could be due to the fact that in their study the knowledge of students was not assessed. In Zarshenas’s survey, students declared that PBL was effective in increasing motivation, knowledge retention, and learning quality, which was similar to our results. \(^{26}\) However, the sole study we found in which the students were less satisfied with PBL was the Smiths study. \(^{13}\)

**CONCLUSION**

Problem-based learning is a useful educational method that is more successful than lecture in increasing student’s knowledge. This method is attractive and more effective in knowledge retention. The use of this method in workshops is highly recommended.
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